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Abstract—This study aims to discuss economic issues in Ibn Khaldun's perspective. The method used in this research is descriptive analytical, with the main data source from Ibn Khaldun's book, Muqaddimah. The findings of this research are Ibn Khaldun states that the economic activities of society become the benchmarks of people's welfare. The government should organize and direct the economy of society fairly, so that the people work hard and try to grow the economy. The implication is that the government must create a stimulus to encourage all elements of society to have a positive impact on the economy. As a result, the government will accumulate wealth for the country from the community.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A long economic depression has occurred since 1873 until the late 1890s and is believed to have been triggered by various factors, including the second Industrial Revolution which resulted in an increase in production unmatched by the rise in demand levels.[2] The fall of Wall Street in the US in 1930, causing the depression of the world economy, [3] High import duty tax policy had been responded by raising higher taxes by other countries. Many were unemployed and people's purchasing power decreased. (Galbraith, 1929, Beasley, 2003) Japan was affected by world depression. Mass strikes in towns and peasant resistance across the village happened. Millions of people were unemployed and agricultural products were not enough to meet the needs. (Beasley, 200) Germany which was built on American borrowing funds was also affected by the economic crisis in America. Industry stopped working, production fell, workers were fired created high unemployment, inflation, as well as rare and expensive goods. [4] Countries in Southeast Asia were also experiencing economic crisis that suffered people. (Furnivall, 1944)

The problems of the economic justice, is always be a hot topic. This article discusses how Ibn Khaldun, in Muqaddimah, explains economic justice. Ibn Khaldun states that the management of economic justice by the state determines the welfare of society. Discussing the prosperity of a country is determined by the least economic activity undertaken by the community. Ibn Khaldun stated that the government should encourage people to "build the economy not in an individualistic way but as a community. (Khaldu, 1993)

II. GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMIC SUPERVISION

John Maynard Keynes argues that economic depression can be overcome by granting authority to governments in the supervision of the economy. The idea is the antithesis of a free market support group often referred to as laissez-faire which means liberated. (Skidelsky, 2008) The classical theory states that economic freedom is a human right for every person to do whatever he wants without government intervention. (Reinert, 1999)

Ibn Khaldun argues that the state is the ruler of the market (al-suq al-\'zham). The government should be able to provide basic needs for the people, but the price should not be set by the government. Ibn Khaldun says that in a city which population grows rapidly, the government's priority is to provide basic needs, so that there will be an increase in supply resulting in falling prices of basic commodities. In contrast to luxury goods, lifestyle changes people in the city, leads to increase in the demand of luxury goods, the prices of these goods will rise. (Khaldu, 1993) The market equilibrium mechanism is determined by the supply and demand mechanism. Ibn Khaldun said that trade by the authorities would have a negative impact on state revenues. [6] Government is a regulator in economic activity and not a rival to society. Government direct involvement in business will results a decrease in people willingness to invest. Economic activity will slow down and there is no more tax object for the authorities. (Khaldu, 1993). [7] Ibn Khaldun explains that the factors that cause the price of goods to rise is high production costs, resulting from expensive customs tariffs, taxes and other fees charged by the government. (Khaldu, 1993) Oarding, expensive transportation costs and security costs. (Khaldu, 1993) Ibn Khaldun explains that the negative impact of the low price is the decrease in producer's motivation to produce. Conversely, high prices lead to a lack of consumer interest to buy, and the market will depreciate. A reasonable profit will encourage increased trade. [8]

Ibn Khaldun refuses pricing by the ruler, but demanded the creation of a fair price. Both the seller's and buyer's interests must be protected. It rests on the hadith which states the Messenger of Allah response to someone's request for controlling price. [9] The Hadith is understood as the basis for
the ruler to control the market instead of freeing the market. Control of the market is not by controlling the price of goods. [10] The government is the market regulator, which regulates the policy in case of instability in the market. (Irijanto, 2013)

III. FISCAL IN ECONOMIC STABILITY

Ibn Khaldun formulates tax theory. Ibn Khaldun's tax theory was developed by Keynes in terms of aggregate effective demand, multiplier effects and equality of income and expenditure. Umer Chapra states that Keynes was the successor of Ibn Khaldun. (Chapra, 2000) Ibn Khaldun states that tax is a major component of public finance where economic development depends on the structure of taxation and the management of state finances.

Ibn Khaldun asserted that the government should not be a trader and should not be close to the merchant. Ibn Khaldun disagreed if the government went directly into business to gain profits to cover the lack of tax revenue. If the government trades, its people will be less competitive so there will be no more trade and agriculture by the community. As a result, there is no taxable object that can be collected. If the government joined the trade, it will not pay taxes. Ibn Khaldun also criticized the government that close to businessmen since the relationship may create unfair tax levies. [5]

Ibn Khaldun explained that the management of state finances must be conducted properly. Monitoring the use of funds must be strictly enforced to avoid budget misuse. Government budgeting should prioritize public needs. The state budget is not for spree, including the purchase of luxury goods for the needs of officials, as it will spend the budget. (Chapra, 2000) [11]

The role of the ruler is to provide economic stimulus that impacts on increasing tax revenue. The government should encourage people to work hard by providing extensive employment. Ibn Khaldun stated that the ruler is the main and largest market for the people. Government should be the main source of money. The government is the creator of money to run the economy.

The government must issue a budget to create a business field that will eventually collect taxes from economic activities created. Market lethargy is caused by the absence of government spending. Ibn Khaldun asserted that wealth must be rotated between people and rulers.

Keynes's thoughts about low taxes and increased spending by the government for economic improvement are in common with Ibn Khaldun's findings. Keynes proposed a settlement of economic downturn by cutting tax rates and increasing state spending. Keynes believes that by having fiscal expansion will create multiplier effect on aggregate demand and output. Fiscal expansion will increase aggregate demand through one of two paths. First, if the ruler increases spending and fixed tax revenues, then aggregate demand will directly increase. Second, if the authorities cut tax revenue or increase transfer payments, then disposable income can increase, so people tend to increase consumption.

Ibn Khaldun asserted that the cause of inflation or the rise in the value of the currency marked by the increase in the price of needs is due to natural factors and human activities of ihtikar (hoard). Ibn Khaldun mentions three kinds of human needs for goods, namely primary goods, secondary and tertiary. [12] Three kinds of goods have different characteristics in the period of inflation. The price of basic needs will increase during natural disasters and hoarding. Secondary goods will rise in price, when public welfare improves. Tertiary goods are experiencing a price increase due to 3 factors: First, demand is very high due to excess wealth the middle-class have. Second, the middle-class sense of pride because of their ability to fulfill basic needs. Third, the middle-class desire to show off to others.

Ibn Khaldun asserted that continuously increased price causes the food supply to decrease. Ibn Khaldun mentions some evidences by showing a fertile country with many natural resources but having very expensive goods. Meanwhile, there were other countries with minimal natural resources but having cheap price of goods.

Unemployment is defined by Ibn Khaldun as inqibad al-yad 'a al-itimari: hand shackled. Unlike conventional thinkers who consider unemployment as a forced condition because the state is unable to provide jobs, Ibn Khaldun stressed that unemployment can be solution for empowering people to be more creative than government efforts to provide jobs.

IV. CONCLUSION

Ibn Khaldun states that the prosperity of a country is determined by the quantity of economic activity carried out by the community. Natural resources will be meaningless without human work activities. Countries with abundant natural resources do not automatically make their people prosperous. Community economic activity plays an important role to increase income. The unemployment rate will result in a decrease in the level of prosperity. Ibn Khaldun states that economic growth and prosperity is characterized by an expansion in markets with various economic activities. Government interference is necessary to regulate and direct the economy. Economic growth is determined by the large number of people's economic activities. The ruler must encourage all elements of society to have active role in economic activity. The result is that the rulers will accumulate state wealth from tax collection.
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understood that the meaning of the above hadith does not imply a ban on tas'ir for the ruler but indicates the ruler's role to control the market. The Hadith can be understood by explanation:


[11] Included in the budget waste such as the purchase of luxury cars for officials and procurement of goods and services excessive. Current government of Indonesia reported that the President of RI often make budget cuts that are considered waste of the state budget, like buying a car that has very expensive service and others.


[12] Primary goods include staple foods, such as wheat, grains, onions, chili, and other cooking spices. The secondary goods include meat, fruits etc. Tertiary goods include private vehicles etc. Lihat Ibn Khaldun', Muqaddimah, p. 286.


